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Summary

Sensitivity analysis of a three-dimensional elastic thin-walled suuetures being eapable of ill
eorporatillg large displaeement and large rotation is developed and examrned. The solution
process and the fonnation of tangent operators are presented in a systematie manner and sen
sitivity for a response of system is fonnulated via direct differentiation method. A geometri
eally non-Iinear. three-dimensional rod model which ineorporates transverse shear and tor
sion-waIping defOImation is developed. The model ineorporates the classical notion bi
moment and bi-sheaI' in a geometrically exact eontext. The delived fonnulations are suitable for
finite element implementation. An example whieh illustrates the peJformance of the fom1UJa
tion is presented.

l. Introduction

A thin-walled rod model established in this paper is generalization of the prismatic Ti
moshenko rod model through appending of wmping dispJaeement (Simo.\'u-Quoc (1991) l.
whieh makes possible to analyze sueh phenomena as lateJ'albuekling and torslon instability. In
this model it is not possible to analyze loeal instability (instability plates of profile).

Sensitivity analysis of systems has been presented by many authors . i.a.: DelDS.. !vlróz
( 1985). Arora et al. (1988). Michaleris et al. ( 1994). An interesting applieation of the method
can be found in optimization problems (Mróz et al. (1985» and reliability analysis (Chodor.
Bijak (1996».

In this papel",a diree! differentiation method for detennining sensitivity of thin-walIed
structures is studied. We explore geometrically non-linem' problems which are fundamental in
the slender sUUetures(e.g. engineenng metal stlUetures).

The central problem in sensiti\~!y analysis is the detennination of the implicit vmiations
in the response fields generated by a speeified de~ign variation. In general. there m'e three
classes of methods to solve this problem: the finite differenee problem. the adjoin variable
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method and the direct differentiation method. Finite difference sensiti\'ity analysis methods are
simple to implement but they can be computationally expensive and deficient in terms of accu
racy and reliability (~1ichaleris et al. (1994». For this reason. the adjoin variable and direct dit:'
ferentiation methods are generally preferred despite their relative complexity.

2. Computation of response of stnJcture sensitivity

.-\ steady-state non-linear problem may be expressed as:

\II(8a. a) = \IIint(8a, a) - \110>'1 (8a, a) = 0, ( 1 )

where: a, 8a - general displacement vector and its increment respectively, \IIint (8a. a) - intemaI

force vector. \IIo>., ( 8a, a) - extemal force vector.

In this paper. we shaIl investigate the response of system changes a due to changes in
basic variabies b (such as force, geometric and material parameters) by the use of a direct dif
ferentiation method.

2.1. Computation of the sensitivfty by direct differentiation method in the in
cremental problem

Computation of the response of non-linear system with the standard incremental pro
cedure is given by (Zienkiewicz, Taylor ( 1991»:

(2a,b)

where: K T = 0\11/ oa - tangent stiffuess matrix, 8a - increment of system response. \II - re

sidual force corresponding to the level of response system a I' I -iteration step inside increment

N. Relation (2) obtained for first-order Taylor series expansion (l) about point al

Partial derivatives of residual forces (1), are evaluated by directly differentiation with re
spect to each design parameter b k i.e.:

KT• da =_ 0\11 (3)
dbk obk

with the light side 0\11/obk called pseudo-Ioad vector. In both equations (2a) and (3) tangent

matrix K T is the same.

2.2 Geometrically non-linear fonnulation

In geometrically non-linear problem right side vector in formula (3) is dependent on
sensitivity in previous increment step N-I as foUows (Michaleris et al. (1994»:

_ 0\11 = _( (o\llh . (dah_1 + (O\llh). (4)obk (oah_, dbk obk

Derivative (da) \'-I / db k is known from previous step, and.it is determined based on the de

rivative(da) .v-~/ Jhk in advance step. We proceed in this way until start increment
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3. Thin-waUed rod model

(5a)

(5b)

R(X""S) =Ro(S)+X",E",

r(Xa,S) = ro(S)+Xata +

+f(X],XJp(S)t3

/
R(s)/

o :'I

/ .",-

e2t l.. . ro~) ~LL:;--- --- "-
e3

Position vectors describing the location ofan arbitrmy material point (X],X1,S) in the

initially straight thin-walled rod in the

tmdeformed configuration R( X" . S)

and in configuration after deformation

r(X""S) (a=I,2, (X],X1) c n , Fig.

l) is given by:

where: f( X] X 1) - is a prescribed

(given a priori) warping fimctiOIt and

p(S) - is the (unknown) warping am-
Fig. l. Kinematic description of the thin-walled rod

plitude. In the above equation, ro de-

scribing position vector of the line of

centroid and orthonormal basis ti resu1ts from the rotation ofthe material (orthonormal ) basis

E, . Denoting the orthogonal transformation by A = t i ® E I' and inserting kinematic relation

(5) into the definition of the deformation gradient tensor,the follO\ving expressions are derived:

Ol" Ol"
F=--~Ea +-®E, =

aXli as
(6)

= (ta + fapt,) ® Ea + [(ro)' + ro X (Xa tu + .tjJt,) + .ti)'t,] ® E:,

=A{ 13+pE,0f.aEa +[r+Kx(XaEu +./pE3)+.fiJ'E3]0E3}

In equation (6) (.) = ~.). (. )' = ~.) . and centroidalline strains are represented by vectors:
.u eX.> eS

r=AT(ro)'-E,. K=ATro

Beam ClITVaturesare represented by the skew-symmetric tensor (~)

spatia! Ol'materia! fonn. respectively:

• dA Tro=rox=-A
dS

(7a.b)

or axia! vector in

(8a.b)

For the application of elastoplastic constitutive equation ( actual development). it is

proved convenient to introduce the second-order o~iective Biot strain tensol' ( Simo. Vu-Quoc

(1991»):

H=AF-I, =pE,®fuEu +(r+KxXIlE" +Kx.ti)E,+.tP'E,]®E, (9)
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Based upon the asswnption of smalI deformation strains. but upon the arbitnuy dis
placemem and rotations. the Lagrangian strain tensor E is equal to corotational engineering
strain tensor E :

(10)

Invariant constitutive equation in terms of E and its conjugate (in the sense of intemaI
work) rotational Cauchy stress tensor a can be written as:

a=ATO'A=C:E= ATp (II)

where P represents fust Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor and C is fow--order modules tensor \\ritten
in terms of the constant E and G for the isotropie elastic material.

The vectors of stress resultants: n,N, stress couples m,M in sparial and material form
respectively. bi-shear M ( and bi-moment B ( are obtained by the integration of stress vector

over the cross-secrion:

n = fp'dA

m= fJr-ro)xp3dA

N = AT n = f a.dA,A .•

(l2a.b)

(/2C,d)

Mf = t3• fAfa.pa.dA , Br = EJ' f/O- JdA .

where use bas been marle ofthe re1ation(Simo,Vu-Quoc (1991»:

3 p E - - E AT 3 - Ep = . 3 0'3=0" 3= P = O'l' 3

Relarion (12) in vector form is expressed by:

0'0 = fILo'
where:

( 12e.t)

(/3a.,b)

( 14)

(/5a-c)
fA O O

Lo=[N,M,Mj.B;]:X[ O'o=[n,m,Mf·Bjl:<1' n=l~ A OO l~ g.g

For preparation of our linearizarion process, we explicitly derive the linearized consri

tutive equations resultant from form (12):

LlN= LC3~3dA,

( 16a-d)

MI; = t3· Lfa.pa.dA

M, = EJ' J/C3~3dA

where CJ = DiaK(E, G,G) and change strain at arbitrmy point (X[,XJ cnis given by:

~eJ = Ah • 6e" . ( 17)
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'. =[I

O1.L-X,OO

~1O

O Opf-X,fi (\8)

1

O-pl oXII:J 1,X

M:I) = [ór, tlK.:lp. ~t!'
Virtual work expression (equilibriwn equation) ( l) for thin-walled rod is given by:

~&l.al= f {n11l&l·(Jo-OO'F",,}aS=IJl ••(oo.a)-IJl",,(oo.al (20)
1°·1.1

where N" • B, represent the shape fimction and strain-d.isplacement matrix, respectively:

where:

f N; 13 Na[r(;f O O]

B~ = O N~13 O O

O O Na N~
7x8

Linearized finite element equation, is derived from (20) in form :

KT =U(K~~ +K~) ,.
e

(21)

(22)

(23)

In equation (22) óa = [Mo, ów , ~ ] ~Xl represent the incremental degrees of freedom

of centroida! position vector fo ' orthogonal transformation tensor A and warping amplitude p.

respectively. K ;,~ represents the material stif!hess matrix, K ~b represents geometrie stiffuess

matrix, 'Pm, • 'P"" represent the intemal and extemal force vector as follows:

K;~=fB~·nT·D·n·BbdS', D=fA~·C·Ahd4, K~b=f~·b·LadS'· (24a-c)L A L

In the above equation La and b represent displacement gradient matrix and stress ma

trix. respectively:

(25)

4. Shape sensitivity analysis oC thin-waUed rod

Consider a finite element discretization of the reference line of centroids <p° (Fig. \)

consisting of Nnode nodal points R;, 1=1, ..., Nnod •. Denoting by NI (E) the N" elementnwt:

shape fimctions with isoparametric co-ordinate in the element ~ e [-1.1]. The mapping

(26)
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(28)

(27a.b)

(29)

then defines a parametrization of (jl o via local element shape fimctions.

The local parametrization (26) ofthe cwve (jlo is related to the arc-Iength parameniza

tion used in the preceding section via the local differential relation:

I h ) I h () A'en dN I ( ~ ) I
dS= J (~I'dE, where Je ~ = I~I dE,' ·Ro

called the jacobian isoparamenic transfonnation.

As an example, for linear isoparamenic elements N e = 2 while N l (~)= ~ (I - ~) andnode

N: (:;) = ~(I +~) are the local element shape fimctions (Zienkiewicz, Taylor (1989)):

Notice that the reduced numerical integration should be used in (24) to avoid SeI;OUS
shear locking for low-order interpolations Ol'membrane locking for higher-order interpolations.
No spwious modes are known to appear as a result of reduced integration for beam element. (
As an example possible schemes are (a) linear. isoparamenic interpolation functions-reduced
quadrature : I point Gauss quadrature. full quadrature: 2 Gauss quadrature. (b) qudratic.
isoparamenic interpolation functions- reduced quadrature : 2 point Gauss quadrature, fuli quad
rature: 3 Gauss quadrature ).

The sensitivities of an integral expression are computed after its transforrnations into the
isoparamenic domain (Vidal, Haber (1993)). whose shape does not depend on the design vari

ables. The jacobian of this transforrnation iJh (';)1 can be expressed in terms of the nodal coor-

dinates. so that it can also be differentiated in order to known the integral sensitivities. Using
this techniques right side pseudo-Ioad veetor (C\f' !obk ), computation of the response of sys

tem sensitivity (forrnulas (3,4) is given by

c fllTB&.O""Jd;
[-1.1)

= f {_OIl_TB·O"o,J +1l7_CB_'O"oJ +IlTB_OO"_o.J +IlT .B·O"o.-:-J l~[·UJ Oh, aq C4 (Xi r
where the sensitivity of the jacobian is:

_o_J = Ji J-I_QI i
m, '" mk)

Because this paper is an incroduction to sensitivity analysis af the elasto-plastic systems.
we make numerically integration over cross-section by Gauss quadrature. We assume that

cross-section consist of elements of equal thickness. location of an arbitrary point X = X'l E u

of cross-section is given by isoparamenic interpolation:

(30)

where X i, is position nodal point on the middle-line in cross-section element t is thickness of

section element v(';) is vector perpendicular to middle-line.
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I,
r

5. Eumple

Thin-walled beam is made of material described by Young module E=205GP and
Kirchotf module G=80 GPa. Beam by length 1=6 m is made of a I-section : cross-section
height h=300 mm. tlange thickness tF 10,7 mm. web thickness t,,=7,1 mm. It is subjected a
concentrated extemal torsional moment :vts=2k..~mon free end.

The reIationships between the sensitivity of free end rotation ~ on the changes of
flange width b and nominal width b are shown in Fig. 2.

Sensitivity of rotation on the changes of flange width is relationally big in the whole
examined range and rises with decreasing nominal flange width. For I-section IPE300 nominal
flange width is ISOmm and senistivity of rotation angle is about 15-times less than sensitivity
for rectangular cross-section.

o

-~

-100

~

~ ~,~- -;-.!._._._._._._._._._._._._._.~_.~~,9 W
, ,

o
b [ni

0.10 0.15 o.~

Fig. 2. Sensitivity of thin-walled beam free end rotation on the changes width t1ange in rela
tionship of nominal width b
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6. Conclusion

I. Computation sensitivity of the geometrically non-linear system response of 3-D structures
consisting ofthin-walled rods is effected parallely with standard incremental procedure.

2. In this paper sensitivity for a response of system is formulated via direct differentiation
method due to possibility of its simple extension to the elastic-plastic range. Such procedures
m'ecurrently being developed by the present authors.

3. Direct differentiation method requires analytical calculations of derivative e~:pression of ma
nix occurring in residue force.

4. lsoparametric formulation make possible analysis of response sensitivity to change in struc
ture shape.

5. The model of a thin-walled rod formulated with use of strain as a symmetric part of Biot ten
SOI' make possible a relatively simple extension of sensitivity analysis to the case initial CUTVa
tures and pretwists of a thin-walled rod.

6. The adopted measure of strain leads to simple expressions of residual force. which simplifies
calculations of derivatives in the method direct differentiation, whereas Green·Lagrange strain
measure, would lead to complicated calculations.
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